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ABSTRACT 

Analysis and Comparison of Clothoid and Dubins Algorithms for UAV Trajectory 

Generation 

Mohanad Al Nuaimi 

The differences between two types of pose based UAV path generation methods clothoid 
and Dubins are analyzed in this thesis. The Dubins path is a combination of circular arcs and 
straight line segments; therefore its curvature will exhibit sudden jumps between constant values. 
The resulting path will have a minimum length if turns are performed at the minimum possible 
turn radius. The clothoid path consists of a similar combination of arcs and segments but the 
difference is that the clothoid arcs have a linearly variable curvature and are generated based on 
Fresnel integrals. Geometrically, the generation of the clothoid arc starts with a large curvature 
that decreases to zero. The clothoid path results are longer than the Dubins path between the same 
two poses and for the same minimum turn radius. These two algorithms are the focus of this 
research because of their geometrical simplicity, flexibility, and low computational requirements. 

The comparison between clothoid and Dubins algorithms relies on extensive simulation 
results collected using an ad-hoc developed automated data acquisition tool within the WVU UAV 
simulation environment. The model of a small jet engine UAV has been used for this purpose. The 
experimental design considers several primary factors, such as different trajectory tracking control 
laws, normal and abnormal flight conditions, relative configuration of poses, and wind and 
turbulence. A total of five different controllers have been considered, three conventional with fixed 
parameters and two adaptive. The abnormal flight conditions include locked or damaged actuators 
(stabilator, aileron, or rudder) and sensor bias affecting roll, pitch, or yaw rate gyros that are used 
in the feedback control loop. The relative configuration of consecutive poses is considered in terms 
of heading (required turn angle) and relative location of start and end points (position quadrant). 
Wind and turbulence effects were analyzed for different wind speed and direction and several 
levels of turbulence severity.  The evaluation and comparison of the two path generation 
algorithms are performed based on generated and actual path length and tracking performance 
assessed in terms of tracking errors and control activity.  

Although continuous position and velocity are ensured, the Dubins path yields 
discontinuous changes in path curvature and hence in commanded lateral accelerations at the 
transition points between the circular arcs and straight segments. The simulation results show that 
this generally leads to increased trajectory tracking errors, longer actual paths, and more intense 
control surface activity. The gradual (linear) change in clothoid curvature yields a continuous 
change in commanded lateral accelerations with general positive effects on the overall UAV 
performance based on the metrics considered. The simulation results show general similar trends 
for all factors considered. As a result, it may be concluded that, due to the continuous change in 
commanded lateral acceleration, the clothoid path generation algorithm provides overall better 
performance than the Dubins algorithm, at both normal and abnormal flight conditions, if the UAV 
mission involves significant maneuvers requiring intense lateral acceleration commands.   
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 Background 

The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) started as early as the 1930s with the Queen 

Bee being the first UAVs flown in the UK in 1935 [1]. UAVs are used today for a variety of 

purposes including reconnaissance, combat, surveillance, and payload delivery. UAVs are very 

attractive because they are inexpensive, unmanned, light weight, versatile, and capable of long 

endurance. The high demand for UAVs encourages researchers to develop design methods that 

increase UAVs efficiency via trajectory planning, which is expected to optimize a variety of 

metrics such as range, stability, energy usage, safety, or path tracking errors. In the context of 

integrating UAVs within the national airspace [2], safety becomes a major concern and objective. 

The UAV is expected to perform safely not only under normal conditions but also when one or 

more sub systems fail or experience abnormal operational conditions. Path planning and trajectory 

tracking algorithms that can mitigate the effects of aircraft subsystem failures can play a significant 

role in increasing both performance and safety. 

Planning a path for UAVs is challenging due to the dynamic constraints that the UAVs are 

subject to, such as, the minimum turn radius. The UAVs are considered a type of nonholonomic 

mechanical system because they are subject to nonholonomic constraints. A nonholonomic 

constraint contains time derivatives of generalized coordinates of the system and is not capable of 

being integrated [3]. The use of a specific path planner method is driven by the purpose of the 

mission. Very often, the best choice for the path is associated with the nature of the task. For 

example, in military maneuver tasks, accuracy and stable performance are critical, while for 

reconnaissance missions that can sometimes exceed flight duration of 24 hours, lower energy 

usage and the shortest distance may be the most important parameters. Path planning may have a 

very important part in producing the desired outcomes of the UAV missions. Very often it is 

necessary or beneficial that the UAV trajectory be updated in real time as needed using 

computationally efficient software that run on airborne processors [4].      
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 Objective 

The main objective of this thesis is to analyze and compare through simulation two path 

generation algorithms for UAVs: clothoid and Dubins. The experimental design is expected to 

address several factors and levels such as different trajectory tracking control laws, normal and 

abnormal flight conditions, relative configuration of poses, wind, and turbulence. This thesis also 

includes an ad-hoc developed automated data acquisition tool within the WVU UAV simulation 

environment, which is the framework used for collecting and analyzing data. Special consideration 

is given to the evaluation and comparison of metrics, which include commanded and actual path 

length, trajectory tracking, and control activity.   

 Thesis Layout 

The thesis is organized as follows:  Chapter II is a literature review that presents previous 

work and methods that are used for UAVs path planning and trajectory generation. Chapter III 

describes in detail the graphical user interface (GUI) within the simulation environment and its 

operation, including procedures to switch between different simulation scenarios and features, 

such as path generation algorithms, trajectory tracking control laws, and normal or abnormal flight 

conditions. Chapter IV describes the path generation for clothoid and Dubins algorithms, including 

path planning and trajectory generation with the steps to produce a flyable and smooth path and 

introduction for the definition of solution space quadrants. Chapter V discusses the experimental 

design factors and levels, the performance metrics that evaluate the trajectory tracking error and 

the control activities, and graphical distribution of poses. It also introduces the trajectory tracking 

control laws within fixed parameters and adaptive control laws, and the automated data acquisition 

tool that saves and organizes the data outputs.  The results of all test level analysis and comparison 

studies among the path algorithms and controllers are presented in Chapter VI. Finally, Chapter 

VII draws conclusions from the persistent effort exerted while carrying out these comparisons and 

analysis studies and discusses potential for future improvements.  
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The wide use of path planning in robotics and unmanned aerial vehicles makes it an 

important topic that researchers always try to improve in order to come up with the most efficient 

technique for the desired mission. Most approaches that are used for UAV path planning originate 

from the approaches that are used for mobile robots [5] however, path planning for unmanned 

aerial vehicles is more complicated because of the UAV’s kinematic and dynamic constraints. This 

chapter outlines some of the major approaches and classifies them based upon their general 

properties. 

 Road Map Methods 

The road map method is usually applied for shortest collision free path between two points. 

It relies on a two dimensional environment, containing the start and the final points connected by 

a network of straight lines that does not intersect with any obstacle. The robot is typically 

considered a material point, while the work space, which represents all of the points the robot can 

reach, may become very large. This method consists of selecting a set of straight segments to 

ensure the shortest distance travelled. Search algorithms must be used for generating the shortest 

path, such as A* [5]. The start and the end points for each straight segment in the shortest path are 

called “way points” through which the vehicle is expected to travel.   

2.1.1. Visibility Graph 

The visibility graph consists of a route connecting the initial and the goal points avoiding 

polygonal regions, which represent obstacles. The path is allowed to touch these regions without 

intersecting, which is producing a semi free path, and resulting in a connectivity graph network 

composed of straight lines that represent the obstacles’ vertices. The route is found using a graph 

search algorithm. The visibility graph was used in the late sixties for navigating SHAKEY, an 

early robot vehicle [6]. In the late seventies it was extended to more general collision avoidance 

problems [7]. A study done by Sholer et.al finds the shortest path in a bounded 3-dimensional 
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Euclidean space without limiting the number of geometric obstacles. This method is based on 

building a visibility graph for pairs of subsequent way points. An approximation to the optimal 

path can be found by using an existing graph search algorithm [8].  

2.1.2. Voronoi Diagram 

The Voronoi diagram consists of a network of straight lines, where each line is set between 

two obstacles at equal distance (Figure (1)).  These lines result to be perpendicular to the invisible 

lines connecting the obstacle centers and form polygons. The minimum set of vertices belonging 

to the polygons will represent the shortest collision free path. A Voronoi diagram, or Dirichlet 

tessellation, was studied by René Descartes in 1644 and then by Dirichlet in 1850, who did their 

studies on the positive quadratic formulation [9]. Later in 1907, Voronoi was the first to consider 

the dual of this structure, where any two point sites are connected and whose regions have a 

boundary in common [10]. A recent study was conducted by creating the radar threat field based 

on the Voronoi diagram. In this study, the Dijkstra algorithm was enhanced, and utilized for path 

planning in a dynamic environment [11]. The Voronoi diagram method was used in [12] to produce 

a more predictable path grid with reduced computational overhead and by constructing the external 

path segments as tangent lines encircling the outer most threat zones in the environment.  

Figure 1. General Voronoi Diagram [13] 
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 Probabilistic Methods 

Probabilistic methods consist of a uniformly sampled space in the form of a network that 

represent the probable solutions. The desired points that meet some metric such as the shortest 

path can be selected randomly. The probabilistic methods for the path planning problem can be 

treated as a search problem. 

2.2.1. Dijkstra’s Algorithm 

Dijkstra’s Algorithm and its extensions, known as A* algorithm, are an optimal search 

method with a significant computational efficiency. This algorithm was applied to the path 

planning for a mobile robot in 1994 by Stentz [14]. 

2.2.2. Rapidly Exploring Random Trees 

 Rapidly Exploring Random Trees is an intuitive method for randomly exploring a set of points to 

connect to the closest part of the path tree. This method was used by Kothari et al. to implement 

multi UAV path planning [15].  

 Stigmergic Approaches 

Stigmergy is an idea associated with biological sciences that considers the environmental 

effects of the past behavior [16]. Pierre Paul Grasse described stigmergy in the 1950s, within the 

context of communications and social studies associated with insect societies [17]. The brief 

definition is as follows: “The stimulation of the workers by the very performances they have 

achieved is a significant one inducing accurate and adaptable response, and has been named 

stigmergy” [17]. One of the most common examples of stigmergic approach is the process of ants 

in path planning to find food.  

2.3.1. Pheromone Based Approach 

In this approach, as described in [18], the target is the food source and the searching area 

is divided into an equally spaced grids which represent the enemy defense region. The ant will 
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move to the target node through the grid nodes. As they carry the food back to the nest, they mark 

the path with scent markers called pheromones. These scent markers dissipate over time. The 

simplicity of the path planning for an individual ant translates to a wider view of the ant colony as 

a whole for food gathering.  Evaluation function considers the weighted sum of the threat intensity 

on the path, the distance to the target, and the maximum yaw angle. The amount of pheromones in 

the path is updated upon the evaluation of the function values. The probability of a UAV to choose 

a path is increased with the amount of the pheromone on this path. 

2.3.2. Physics Based Approach 

One of the vastly applied physics based approaches is the potential field approach. This 

approach was influenced by the field of electrostatics. The electrostatic force, according to 

Coulomb’s law, is determined by the physical distribution of the charge. In the potential field, the 

target is treated as an attractive point, while the threats are treated as repulsive points and the 

vehicle as a point of mass. One of the applications of this method is presented in [19]; the UAVs 

can be guided through the battlespace by using the potential field to destroy the enemy defense 

and avoid the threat areas (Figure (2)). The “charges” are placed at different locations to represent 

targets (attraction) or threats and obstacles (repulsion) and the resulting UAV velocity vector is 

computed within the electrostatic field. 

        Physical Assets                                 Field Representation 

Figure 2. Enhanced Potential Field Corresponding to Physical Assets [19]. 
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 Soft Computing Technologies 

The attributes of soft computing allow, unlike conventional computing, for handling 

ambiguity, inexactness, approximation, and uncertainty. In addition, the soft computing is flexible, 

robust, and a relatively inexpensive solution compared to conventional computing.  

2.4.1. Genetic Algorithm 

The genetic algorithm is a very popular met heuristic technique, inspired by Darwin’s 

theory on the evolution of species which is based on the survival of the fittest individuals as a 

result of natural selection. The first book on genetic algorithms as problem solvers was published 

in 1975 [20]. Genetic algorithms are widely used in path planning for optimization purposes. The 

starting step in building a genetic algorithm is to select the initial population or set of potential 

solutions through a random process. The fitness function or the optimization criterion of the 

problem is then used to calculate the fitness value of each solution. The fittest solutions are selected 

to produce the next generation, then the genetic operator such as crossover and mutation are 

applied to the selected solutions to generate a new population. The algorithm is repeated until the 

maximum number of iterations or another stopping criterion is reached. One of the most common 

applications of genetic algorithm in path planning is to determine the shortest collision free path. 

In [21] the genetic algorithm was used in a dynamic environment to calculate the shortest path 

planning in optimal time. The size of the obstacles were variable. Here, the genetic algorithm was 

applied at a point in the problem space, which is an equally spaced grid. In [22] the flyable path of 

multi UAVs was constructed using genetic algorithm. First, a feasible path was calculated by using 

a genetic algorithm, and then the path is smoothed by using Bezier curves to ensure that it is 

flyable. More details on Bezier curves can be found in [23]. 

2.4.2. Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy logic is an alternative logic that uses continuous truth values between 0 and 1 as 

opposed to classical logic, which only accepts binary alternatives. Control system methodologies 

based on fuzzy logic are equivalent to real time expert systems relying on the experience and 

knowledge of a human operator. In 1965 Lotfi Zadeh, a professor at the University of California 
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at Berkley, published his first paper on fuzzy logic entitled “Fuzzy Sets’’ which was the beginning 

of numerous applications of the fuzzy logic concept. [24]. In 1973 he published a paper on the 

analysis of complex systems and decision processes, and then in 1979 he reported (1981 paper) on 

possibility theory and soft data analysis [25].Within a fuzzy logic based controller, inputs are 

converted into outputs in three important steps: fuzzification, decision making logic, and 

defuzzification. The methodology for two dimensional motion planning of a UAV using fuzzy 

logic is presented in [26].In this paper, the fuzzy inference system takes information in real time 

about the target location and obstacles within the sensing range of the sensors. The outputs consist 

of changes in heading angle and speed. A fuzzy logic approach was also examined in [27] for path 

tracking and obstacle avoidance. The obstacles considered in both situations were still or moving 

and appeared along the preplanned path instantaneously. The capabilities of a fuzzy logic based 

scheme for UAV navigation were demonstrated to be better as compared to a potential field 

controller in [28]. 

2.4.3. Neural Network 

One of the interesting sources of inspiration for soft computing techniques is the way the 

human brain works. The human brain functionality relies on the complex interactions of a large 

number of specialized cells, the neurons, within a highly inter connected system called the neural 

network. The artificial neural network is a learning based computational model depending on 

information processing inspired by the biological nervous system. It attempts to mimic the way 

information is processed by the brain. The first artificial neuron was produced in 1943 by the 

neurophysiologist Warren McCulloch and the logician Walter Pits [29].  A method based on neural 

computing that implements real time path planning of a mobile robot is presented in [30] .The 

method created a neural network model for a robot workspace capable of path adjustments in the 

presence of dynamic obstacles. The robot movement was controlled in the two dimensional space 

with random linear motion of planar obstacles. The back propagation neural network model was 

used to predict the movements of the dynamic obstacles. 
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 Pose Based Methods 

Pose based methods depend on creating a set of poses to define the commanded motion of 

the vehicle. A pose consists of associating a direction angle for 2-D path planning, or 2 direction 

angles for 3-D path planning to each way point. Therefore, the pose specifies the velocity vector 

direction at each way point. The aircraft reaches the poses in the order of their creation. The ability 

to allow the human operator to specify the waypoints makes it a convenient method that has a wide 

range of flexibility and is sometimes used for obstacle avoidance.   

2.5.1. Dubins Algorithm 

Dubins path consists of straight lines combined with constant curvature arcs, which 

produce the shortest path between two poses. Dubins path was introduced by Lester Dubins, a 

famous mathematician and statistician, in a paper published in 1957 [31].  To find the shortest path 

between two positions, the starting position with its orientation and the finishing position with its 

orientation should be defined as the starting pose and the finishing pose. According to Dubins, to 

achieve the minimum distance between two poses in a plane, the path could be either a CCC or a 

CLC or subset of them, where C is a circular arc and L is a straight line [32]. The work with Dubins 

path extended from two dimensional to three dimensional which makes it more applicable for 

aerial vehicles. In [33] a path planning algorithm based on three dimensional Dubins path 

algorithm was presented for UAVs avoidance of static and moving obstacles. 

2.5.2. Clothoid Algorithm 

Clothoid is a curve with a continuous curvature, which varies linearly over the path. The 

concept of clothoid path is the same as Dubins path, but the circular arcs are replaced with non-

constant curvature arcs defined by Fresnel integrals. Clothoid was probably first studied by Johann 

Bernoulli (1667 - 1748) around 1696 [34] .The other name of clothoid is Euler’s spiral named after 

Leonhard Euler (1707– 1783), or Cornu named after the physicist Marie Alfred Cornu (1841–

1902). Ernesto Cesàro (1859-1906) named it a clothoid, which comes from the Greek ''κυκλόθεν'' 

meaning “to twist by spinning.”  The clothoid path was used as a geometric continuous curvature 

path planning for an automatic parallel parking feature in a motor vehicle in [35]. The strategy was 
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to create a simple geometric path for parallel parking in one or more maneuvers. It would be 

formed by circular arcs and then transformed to a continuous curvature path with the use of 

clothoids. The vehicle can park by following the generated control input for the steering angle and 

the longitudinal velocity. The used method is independent of the initial position and of the 

orientation of the vehicle. A combination of clothoid curvature and straight lines that form the 

shortest path was implemented in [36] using a quadrant based scheme that relies upon the relative 

position and angle of the poses as well as a numerical solution of the nonlinear vector equation. 

2.5.3. Pythagorean Hodograph 

Pythagorean Hodograph is a pose-based path planning method consisting of a continuous 

curvature path constructed from polynomial functions similar to the B-spline curve [32]. This 

method was first introduced in 1990 by Farouki and Sakkalis [37]. Figure (3) shows a 

comparison of a Dubins path with a Pythagorean hodograph path. The Dubins path is the 

shortest path but it lacks the curvature continuity. The Pythagorean hodgraph path has 

continuity, but is longer for the same curvature bound.  

Figure 3. Comparison of a Dubins Path with a Pythagorean Hodograph Path [32]. 
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CHAPTER III 

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

 Overview 

The comparison and analysis of the two path generation approaches, which are the focus 

of this study, were performed using the UAV simulation environment [38] developed at West 

Virginia University (WVU).  The WVU UAV simulation environment was designed to support 

the development, testing, and analysis of fault tolerant trajectory generation and tracking 

algorithms for UAVs. It includes several aircraft models and allows for the simulation of a variety 

of scenarios such as multiple vehicles, different types of trajectory tracking algorithms 

(controllers), different types of path generation algorithms, subsystem failures affecting actuators 

and sensors, including GPS malfunctions, different wind patterns and turbulence severity, and user 

imposed waypoints and obstacles/threat zones on 3-D map. The WVU UAV simulation 

environment significantly facilitates the processes of analysis and design of different trajectory 

planning and tracking algorithm for UAVs under normal and abnormal conditions.  

The simulation environment consists of a set of MATLAB scripts, functions, graphical user 

interfaces (GUI) and Simulink blocks, which interact simultaneously with the FlightGear simulator 

[38] and the UAV Dashboard. FlightGear is a free open source simulation package for 

visualization that creates a sophisticated and open flight simulator framework. UAV Dashboard 

was generated using C#. It can visualize and customize the obstacles, way points, poses, the flight 

initial point, the flight goal point, and the heading angles. The WVU UAV simulation can be run 

in real time or accelerated time, and has the advantage of wide flexibility for upgrading and 

modifying the software. Figure (4) explains the relationships between the different segments of 

the WVU UAV simulation environment.  

Because there are general differences between aircraft, such as aircraft flight envelope and 

maneuverability properties, each aircraft has a specific aerodynamic model. Consequently, five 

aircrafts’ aerodynamic models were simulated and represented as Simulink block models in the 

simulation environment. Each model was based on the non-linear vehicle equations of motion and 
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lookup tables for aerodynamic and propulsion data. The inputs for each model consist of general 

control commands and external effects. The control commands include: elevator, aileron, rudder, 

and throttle signals. The external effects include, but are not limited to: wind, gusts, or turbulence. 

The updates of the visualization segment consists of FlightGear and UAV Dashboard, 

which receive their inputs as an updated set of 41 variables at each integral step, thus producing a 

high fidelity animated scene. Another important segment represents the sensor feedback model, 

which is responsible for transforming the variables into factual sensor readouts. The sensor signal 

is used as feedback to control the flight path by trajectory tracking algorithms. One of the most 

important advantages of using the simulation environment is the flexibility to upgrade or replace 

the path planning or the trajectory tracking very easily without affecting other simulation 

segments.  

Figure 4. General Architecture of the WVU Simulation Environment. 

Planned paths are typically represented by way points that are geometrically and 

statically connecting start and end points. The trajectory generating algorithms included in 

the process information on the commanded velocity of the vehicle thus associating each 

path point to the moment in time when it should be reached. 
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The path planning and trajectory generation algorithms implemented within the WVU 

UAV simulation environment are of two types. One consists of first producing a geometrically 

computed path, which is then fed to the controller at each time step. The second consists of 

generating of the next desired way point at each time step of the location. The trajectory is stored 

as a matrix and each row of this matrix contains the position vectors in Cartesian coordinates at 

each time step. Stored trajectories can be uploaded to repeat similar simulation scenarios. The path 

planning and trajectory generation algorithms inputs can be defined by the user as: initial aircraft 

position with the heading angle, target and waypoint location(s), and the location(s) and radius of 

the threat(s).  

The UAV Dashboard was used to create a set of text files containing all necessary 

information to specify these inputs. The aircraft path can be visualized through feeding the output 

of these algorithms back to UAV Dashboard using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The 

tracking algorithm receives the commanded position and velocity vectors from the trajectory 

generator in Cartesian coordinates. The aircraft model receives the control commands (elevator, 

aileron, rudder, and throttle) from the trajectory tracking algorithms. Figure (5) explains the data 

transfer signals used to pass data among the various algorithms. 

Figure 5. Path Planning, Trajectory Generation, and Tracking Data Transfer. 

The path planners and the trajectory generators are disabled when the manual flight is 

activated. In this situation, the control commands are received directly through the joystick. The 

joystick signal is calibrated so the control authority (the range of the control surface deflection) 

for the manual flight corresponds to the control authority for the trajectory trackers. Figure (6) 

represents the flowchart of the UAV simulation scenario setup. 
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Figure 6. Flowchart of the UAV Simulation Scenario Setup [39]. 
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 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

The WVU UAV simulation environment operates with simple user friendly interfaces 

using Windows 7 as an operating system for the simulation lab’s computer in the Department of 

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at West Virginia University.  Figure (7) shows the 

interface with the UAV simulation environment. Notice that the joystick is typically used only for 

the manual flight operation and was not needed for the tests in this thesis. 

Figure 7. User Interface with the UAV Simulation Environment. 

3.2.1. Number of Vehicles GUI 

The WVU simulation environment setup is a simple set of successive steps that start with 

running a MATLAB m-file followed by a GUI popup window requiring the user to choose between 

a single vehicle and multiple vehicles as shown in Figure (8). For the scope of this thesis, only the 

single vehicle was chosen to implement the results. By clicking the “LAUNCH” button this 

window will close and a new GUI window appears and will represent the general GUI. 

Figure 8. Menu of Number of Vehicles Selection. 
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3.2.2. General GUI 

The simulation environment’s main selections can be accessed by users through the general 

GUI. The variety of the selections allows the user to test the flight of different models under 

different conditions and various circumstances. The general GUI consists of three sets of 

selections: Select Vehicle, Select Map, and Navigation and Control Option. Select Vehicle option 

represents five aircrafts that were modeled differently and each with its own MATLAB dynamic 

model, as well as a 3-D visualization implemented in FlightGear.  

Only WVU YF22 was selected to implement the results in this thesis and all other models 

were neglected. Only one map was created for the simulation with a future ability to add new maps. 

This map is for the San Francisco Bay Area and the visual environment within FlightGear and 

UAV Dashboard map interface.  The third selection of Navigation and Control Option can be 

neglected if the flight required is manually operated with no need for trajectory planning. Figure 

(9) shows these sets of selections. 

Trajectory planning has to be chosen to show the 14 trajectory planning algorithms. Here 

we are interested in clothoid and Dubins algorithms to generate and plan a path. All other selections 

were neglected. Any trajectory planner can be selected in a combination with any conventional 

controller or adaptive controller. Otherwise only manual flights can be operated, which is not 

required for our test. If a conventional controller is selected, then a list of five different 

conventional controllers will appear as shown in Figure (10). 

If the adaptive controller is selected, then six controller selections will appear as shown in 

Figure (11). After all the desired options are selected, clicking the “LOAD” button will save the 

selections in a file that will be used to start up the simulation. More details about the controllers 

can be found in sections 4.6 to 4.9.  

3.2.3. Visualization 

After clicking the “LOAD” button, click the “VISUALS” button to run the script which 

initializes both FlightGear and Dashboard interfaces for the selected aircraft. Figure (12) represents 

the Dashboard interface window with the selected map for the San Francisco Bay Area with a grid 
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consisting of a set of squares. Each square represents 200 square meters to simplify the evaluation 

of the flight distance and the aircraft heading angle. Figure (13) represents the FlightGear window 

for WVU YF22 model.  

Figure 9. GUI for the Main Selections without the Navigation and Control Options. 

Figure 10. Conventional Controller Selection GUI 
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Figure 11. Adaptive Controller Selection GUI. 

Figure 12. UAV Dashboard. 
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Figure 13. FlightGear Visualization Software with WVU YF-22 Model. 

3.2.4. Failure Options 

The general GUI window will close when the “LAUNCH” button is clicked and the failure 

options GUI window will appear. The failure GUI has two selections: control surface failure and 

sensor failure. The control surface failure has six left and right failure situations for stabilator, 

aileron, and rudder. Each failure situation has two types of failures; “Locked Surface” which 

requires the user to specify the deflection of the locked surface (see Figure (14) and “Missing 

Surface” that requires the percentage of missing surface (see Figure (15)). For both failures, the 

time of occurrence must be set.  

Figure 14. Locked Control Surface Failure GUI. 
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Figure 15. Missing Surface Failure. 

If the sensor failure was selected, three options of sensors will be available: roll rate, pitch 

rate, and yaw rate. Each sensor has six options of different bias types as shown in Figure (16). The 

failure GUI can be ignored by unselecting any failure. If failure is either selected or unselected the 

“LOAD” button has to be pressed. This saves the desired parameters into a file and enables the 

"LAUNCH" button. Upon pressing this button, the Simulink model of the selected UAV is 

initialized. 

Figure 16. Sensor Failure GUI. 
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 Simulation Setup Using the Main Simulink Model 

The main Simulink model in Figure (17) allows the user to modify the previous GUI 

selections instead of rerunning the simulation script and repeating all the previous steps. The main 

Simulink block has GPS, turbulence, and wind effects blocks, which include parameters that could 

be introduced to modify flight simulation scenario. The main Simulink model features a switch 

that allows the user to change between real time and accelerated time. Other interactive features 

include visualization of the results using Matlab plots and scopes and saving of results and other 

simulation outcomes. 

Figure 17. WVU YF-22 Simulink Model. 

Flight Gear icon 

UAV Dashboard icon 

Wind direction 
and magnitude 
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3.3.1. Switch between Path Planning Algorithms 

Switching between path planning algorithms can be performed by clicking on appropriate 

blocks within the Simulink model, without running repeatedly the GUI for setup. The masked 

“Follow Trajectory” block allows the user to switch between path generations algorithms. The 

blocks inside the blue frame in Figure (18) represent the available path generation algorithms. By 

clicking the desired path planning block the program will switch the algorithms. In this thesis only 

clothoid and Dubins algorithms are used and all other path planning algorithms will be ignored.  

Figure 18. Changing the Path Generation Algorithm within the Simulink Model. 

Path Planning Algorithms Blocks 
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3.3.2. Switch between Trajectory Tracking Algorithms (Controllers) 

The trajectory tracking algorithms are expected to follow a commanded trajectory while 

minimizing the tracking errors. To select one of the conventional controllers, the user must double 

click on the conventional controller block. A popup window showing all five available 

conventional controller blocks will appear, as seen in Figure (19). After the selection of any 

controller by double clicking the block, its color will change to green.  Similar steps must be 

performed to select an adaptive controller. Six different adaptive controllers are currently 

implemented, as shown in Figure (20).  

Figure 19. Conventional Controllers.   Figure 20. Adaptive Controllers. 

Conventional Controllers Adaptive Controllers 
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3.3.3. Setting up a Failure Scenario 

The Adjust Failure Scenario block on the main Simulink model allows the user to switch 

between all failures options in order to test any desired types of actuator or sensor failures for a 

specific scenario. By double clicking on the Adjust Failure Scenario block the failure options GUI 

window will appear and all the previous steps in section 3.2.4 for failure selection will be the same 

to select the desired type of failure.  

3.3.4. Other Simulink Blocks and Parameters 

A "manual switch" block has been created that connects and disconnects the GPS block to 

the trajectory trackers. The wind direction effects can be applied by double clicking on the 

"constant" block that is connected to the "WindDirection" block in Figure (17), and insert the 

desired angle in degrees. This process is repeated with the "WindSpeed" block to apply the wind 

speed effects in units of kts.  

If for any reason the visualization software (FlightGear and UAV Dashboard) needs to be 

restarted, double clicking on the needed visualization software icon inside the Simulink block 

control will start the software. These icons are represented in Figure (17) for the FlightGear and 

the UAV Dashboard.   

To switch between real and accelerated time, simply double click on the icon titled real 

time or accelerated time inside the Simulink block control. All important outcomes, plots, scopes 

and results can be saved by clicking on the "Save" block, which is an automated data acquisition 

tool described in section 5.5. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PATH GENERATION ALGORITHMS 

 Dubins Algorithm 

4.1.1. Dubins Path Planning 

Dubins curve is a simple geometrical solution to solve the shortest path problem, which 

makes it more attractive than other approaches that require more complicated mathematical tools 

such as, covariance dynamics for path planning of UAV [40]. An example that demonstrates the 

use of a Dubins path is finding the quickest way to park a car, when the car does not face directly 

towards the parking space.  

Dubins car's shortest path consists of a combination of three motion primitives, with 

constant action over a time interval applied by each individual primitive. Dubins car is considered 

as a nonholonomic system because it is subject to nonholonomic constraints [3]. For example, if 

the velocity vector for Dubins car "u" is forward, has a constant magnitude, and is able to change 

its direction, then the only actions needed to follow the shortest paths are 𝑢𝑢 ∈ (𝐿𝐿, 𝑆𝑆,𝑅𝑅),where the 

L primitive turns the car as sharply as possible to the left, the S primitive drives the car straight 

ahead, and the R primitive turns the car as sharply as possible to the right. The six possible optimal 

combinations of these three primitives that represent the shortest path are :{ LRL, RLR, LSL, RSR, 

RSL, and LSR}. These combination can be compressed to more general terminology: “CSC” and 

“CCC,” where “C” represents a circular arc and “S” represents a straight segment.  The shortest 

path of any of these combinations is called Dubins curve. Figure (21) shows two combinations of 

Dubins curves. 

UAVs can be considered similar to a Dubins car when the UAV's shortest path in two 

dimensional space is determined by using the Dubins approach. Like any other robots, UAVs have 

a minimum turning radius that depend on the geometrical and the physical properties of the UAV. 

Any object moving with velocity “v” about a circle with radius “rturn” has an angular velocity: 

𝜔𝜔 = 𝑣𝑣
𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(1) 
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Figure 21. The Trajectories of Two Combinations CLC and CCC. 

The UAV configuration can be expressed by a point with 2-D coordinates (x, y) and the 

heading angle (ψ) as a triplet (x, y, ψ). If the UAV moves in a straight line from point A (x1, y1, ψ1) 

to point B (x1 + v cos (ψ1), y1 + v sin (ψ1), ψ1) then the x coordinate changes over time as a function 

of cos (ψ) therefore ẋ =cos (ψ).The UAV is a nonlinear system, but an approximation of linear 

equations describe the full system as follows: 

�̇�𝑥 = cos (ψ) (2) 

�̇�𝑦 = sin (ψ) (3) 

ψ̇ = 𝜔𝜔 = 𝑣𝑣
𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(4) 

4.1.2. Dubins Trajectory Generation 

The following discussion is restated from [41], in 2-D Dubins algorithm all vector 

components are with respect to Earth Reference Frame (E). To find the shortest path between two 

positions using Dubins, one should define the path curvature and its tangent, as well as the start 

and finish poses. The pose can be defined as follows:  

[P]E = [XEYE ψ k], where k= 1
𝑅𝑅
                                          (5)

where XE and YE are the x and y components with respect to the Earth Coordinate System, 

respectively, ψ is the pose heading, k is the path maximum curvature and R is the turn radius. 
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The WVU simulation environment is able to generate a Dubins path passing from the start 

pose smoothly to the finish pose, using only four primitives’ combinations: RR, RL, LR, and LL. 

In these combinations, R is the right turn and L is the left turn; this can be expressed in more 

general terminology as curve-straight-curve (CLC). Notice that the primitive S for straight line 

wasn’t mentioned in the primitives combinations for the sake of simplicity.  

The path between start and goal points is a result of a computation process that requires 

one to specify the start and the initial poses and their associated curvatures, which were chosen to 

be corresponding to the minimum turning radius of the UAV [42]. The turning path is a circular 

arc, and because there are left and right turns, each pose will be tangent to two circles with centers 

located at: 

[𝑟𝑟𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂]𝐸𝐸 = �
𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦�𝐸𝐸

±  1
𝑘𝑘
�
cos (𝜓𝜓 + 𝜋𝜋

2
 )

sin ( 𝜓𝜓 + 𝜋𝜋
2

 )
�       (6) 

where 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 is the vector from start circle to the end circle and the positive and negative signs refers 

to right and left turns, respectively.  

The path followed by the UAV depends on the order in which each pose was created by 

the UAV Dashboard user, and consists of CLC segments; the straight line segment (L) is a tangent 

between the two circular arcs (C). Since the path is between two poses, there are four circles and 

four tangents: two tangents and two cross tangents. These are shown in Figure (22) [42]. Only one 

path is desirable and this is the shortest path. All other paths will be neglected. The shortest path 

is chosen based on the heading angle direction of start and end poses. The start pose heading angle 

will eliminate one straight tangent and one cross tangent, and the finish pose heading direction will 

eliminate one of the two remaining tangents; the full sketch is provided in Figure (23). If the 

aircraft turns to the right (clockwise), the circle it follows is called the "right circle," while the 

circle it follows when making left turns (counterclockwise) is called the "left circle." The CLC 

combinations can be explained as following: 
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Right-Right (RR): The straight tangent of the initial pose's right circle is connected to the 

straight tangent of the finish pose’s right circle.  

Left-Left (LL): The straight tangent of the initial pose's left circle is connected to the 

straight tangent of the finish pose’s left circle.  

Right-Left (RL): The straight tangent of the initial pose's right circle is connected to the 

straight tangent of the finish pose’s left circle.  

Left-Right (LR): The straight tangent of the initial pose's left circle is connected to the 

straight tangent of the finish pose’s right circle.  

Figure 22. Tangent Lines between Two Circles. 

Figure 23. Relevant Path Tangents [42]. 
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 Computing the Straight Tangent Solutions 
Figure (24) shows the straight tangent construction geometry [42]. 

Figure 24. Straight Tangent Construction Geometry. 

The centerline distance between the centers of start and finish circles is D: 

𝐷𝐷 =  �(𝑋𝑋𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜 − 𝑋𝑋𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂)2 + (𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜 − 𝑦𝑦𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂)2                                          (7) 

where (𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜,𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜), (𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜 ,𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜) are the coordinates of the centers of the start and finish circles, 

respectively. 

The angle between the centerline and the slope of the tangent line is 𝛼𝛼: 

𝛼𝛼 = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠−1(𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓−𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠
𝐷𝐷

)       (8) 

where 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠,𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 are the start and finish circles' radius respectively. 

The angle 𝛽𝛽  is the slope of the centerline: 

𝛽𝛽 = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠−1(𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐−𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐
𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐−𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐

)               (9) 

For the right-right path combination: 

𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 = 𝛽𝛽 − 𝛼𝛼 + 3𝜋𝜋
2

 𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 ∈ [0,2𝜋𝜋]                    (10) 

𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 = 𝛽𝛽 − 𝛼𝛼 + 3𝜋𝜋
2

 𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 ∈ [0,2𝜋𝜋]                           (11) 

where 𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 and 𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 are the tangent location angles from center of start and finish circles, 

respectively.    

For the left-left path combination, 

𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 = 𝛽𝛽 + 𝛼𝛼 + 𝜋𝜋 
2

 𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 ∈ [0,2𝜋𝜋]          (12) 

𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 = 𝛽𝛽 + 𝛼𝛼 + 𝜋𝜋
2

 𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 ∈ [0,2𝜋𝜋]    (13) 
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The path starts at a pose that represents the start point of the start curve segment (C), which 

is a part of a circle tangent to this pose. This point has a coordinate (xs, ys)E, and this position is 

specified by the user on the UAV Dashboard. The end point of the curve segment (C) that 

represents the start point of the straight tangent (S) has coordinates (xtx, ytx)E that are calculated in 

equation (14). The end point of the straight tangent is the start point of the finish curve segment 

(C) and has coordinates (xtn, ytn)E that are calculated in equation (15). The finish curve segment 

(C) ends at the finish pose which is also specified by the user on the UAV Dashboard. Its 

coordinates are (xf, yf)E. 

�
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥�𝐸𝐸

= �
𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜
𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜�𝐸𝐸

+ 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 �
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 (𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠)
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠)�           (14) 

�
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡�𝐸𝐸

= �
𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜
𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜�𝐸𝐸

+ 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 �
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 (𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠)
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠)�         (15) 

The next steps are to find the sweep angle (μ) for the start and finish curves. The direction 

depends on whether the solution is right-right or left-left. 

�
𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜𝑆𝑆
𝑦𝑦𝑜𝑜𝑆𝑆
𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑆𝑆

�
𝐸𝐸

= ��
𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠  − 𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠  − 𝑦𝑦𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠

0
�
𝐸𝐸

×  �
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠

0
�
𝐸𝐸

� (16) 

�
𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹
𝑦𝑦𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹
𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹

�
𝐸𝐸

= ��
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 − 𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 − 𝑦𝑦𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓

0
�
𝐸𝐸

× �
𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓 − 𝑥𝑥𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓
𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓 − 𝑦𝑦𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓

0
�
𝐸𝐸

� (17) 

The following conditional statement switches directions depending on whether the solution 

is right-right or left-left. 

If sign 𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑆𝑆== start turn direction 

𝜇𝜇𝑆𝑆 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠−1 �
�
𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠 − 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 − 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠

�
𝐸𝐸

𝑇𝑇
.  �
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠

�
𝐸𝐸

��
𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠 − 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 − 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠

�
𝐸𝐸
���
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠

�
𝐸𝐸
�
� , 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝜋𝜋] (18) 

else if sign 𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝑆𝑆== opposite start turn direction 

𝜇𝜇𝑆𝑆 = 2𝜋𝜋 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠−1 �
�
𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠 − 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 − 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠

�
𝐸𝐸

𝑇𝑇
.  �
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠

�
𝐸𝐸

��
𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠 − 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 − 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠

�
𝐸𝐸
���
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠

�
𝐸𝐸
�
� , 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 ∈ [𝜋𝜋, 2𝜋𝜋]            (19) 

If sign 𝒛𝒛𝒄𝒄𝑭𝑭== finish turn direction 
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𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠−1 �
�
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡       − 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡       − 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓�𝐸𝐸

𝑇𝑇
.  �
𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓  − 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓
𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓 − 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓�𝐸𝐸

��
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡  − 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡  − 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓�𝐸𝐸

���
𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓   − 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓
𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓  − 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓�𝐸𝐸

�
� , 𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 ∈ [0,𝜋𝜋] (20) 

else if sign 𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹== opposite finish turn direction 

𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 = 2𝜋𝜋 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠−1 �
�
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓�𝐸𝐸

𝑇𝑇
.  �
𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓  − 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓
𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓  − 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓�𝐸𝐸

��
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡− 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓�𝐸𝐸

���
𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑓   − 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓
𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓   − 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓�𝐸𝐸

�
� , 𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 ∈ [𝜋𝜋, 2𝜋𝜋] (21) 

Once the start and endpoints and sweep angles are determined, the aircraft trajectory is 

completely defined and way points can be generated. 

 Computing the Cross Tangent Solutions 

The steps are similar to the procedure above, starting with calculating the centerline 

distance between start and finish circles D according to equation (7). Then calculating the 

intermediate angle β according to equation (9), the angle α is calculated as shown in the following 

equation: 

𝛼𝛼 =  𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠−1(𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓+𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠
𝑜𝑜

)         (22) 

For the right-left path combination 
𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 = 𝛽𝛽 + 𝛼𝛼 − 𝜋𝜋

2
𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 ∈ [0,2𝜋𝜋]              (23) 

𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 = 𝛽𝛽 + 𝛼𝛼 + 𝜋𝜋
2
𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 ∈ [0,2𝜋𝜋]     (24) 

and for the left-right path combination, 

𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 = 𝛽𝛽 − 𝛼𝛼 + 𝜋𝜋
2
𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠 ∈ [0,2𝜋𝜋]              (25) 

𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 = 𝛽𝛽 − 𝛼𝛼 + 3𝜋𝜋
2
𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 ∈ [0,2𝜋𝜋]   (26) 

Equations (14) through (21) can be used to calculate the curves end points and the sweep 
angles, such that the aircraft trajectory can then be generated. Figure (25) shows the cross tangent 
construction geometry [42].  

Figure 25. Cross Tangent Construction Geometry. 
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 Clothoid Algorithm 

4.2.1. Clothoid Path Planning 

Dubins trajectory generation methodology is frequently applied to produce the shortest 

path between two poses, due to the simplicity of the geometry that guarantees the production of a 

smooth path. The position and the velocity for Dubins path are continuous, while the acceleration 

is discontinuous because of the instantaneous changes in commanded lateral acceleration at the 

transition points between circular arcs and straight segments. Such a path with this instantaneous 

changes can be achieved with an adequate level of accuracy if the aircraft can perform these abrupt 

changes fast enough. Therefore, the non-continuous lateral acceleration command may make 

Dubins path generation non-desirable for aircrafts with slower response. Following Dubins path 

may lead such aircrafts to experience higher tracking errors and sometimes lose the trajectory 

entirely. In general, many types of UAVs are designed to maximize the flight time rather than the 

performance, and thus do not perform quick responses. Therefore, it may be very desirable to 

overcome the lack of continuous acceleration. The commanded lateral acceleration is proportional 

to the path curvature; in other words, in order to obtain a second order continuous path, the 

curvature must be a continuous function as shown in   (27):  

𝑡𝑡 = 𝑣𝑣2𝐾𝐾                                                                            (27) 

where 𝑡𝑡 is the lateral acceleration of the aircraft , 𝑣𝑣 is the forward velocity of the aircraft and K is 

the path curvature.  

Clothoid or Euler curves are substituted for the circular arcs used in Dubins trajectory 

generation to produce a trajectory that directs the aircraft through a series of commanded poses 

using a piecewise continuous path. Fresnel integrals can be used to generate the clothoid arcs that 

exhibit linearly varying curvatures as functions of path length. The discontinuous curvature of the 

Dubins path versus the continuous curvature of the clothoid path are illustrated in Figures (26) and 

(27). 
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Figure 26. Dubins Path with Curvature Profile. 

Figure 27. Clothoid Path with Curvature Profile. 

4.2.2. Clothoid Trajectory Generation 

More steps and calculations were needed to generate a flyable clothoid path, compared to 

Dubins path. Clothoid is more complicated and involves iteration algorithms. To initially generate 

the curve within the clothoid, two parameters need to be defined. These are the total sweep angle 

of the clothoid arc, ϕ, and the maximum curvature of the arc, κ .The total path length of the curve, 

hmax is defined in equation (28). 

ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 = 2∅
𝑘𝑘

    (28) 
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The relationship between arc length and arc sweep for the clothoid curve is illustrated in 

Figure (28).  The entire curve profile will be altered if the total arc sweep angle is altered with a 

constant maximum curvature. This is in opposition to Dubins curve where the curve profile 

depends on the curvature only. 

Y-Coordinate Axis

Figure 28. Clothoid Arc Profile with Maximum Curvature Held Constant and Sweep Angle Increasing.

There are several steps that have to be considered to have a flyable clothoid path. These 

steps are as follows: 

 Define Poses 

Poses are defined in the same manner as for the Dubins trajectory generation, 

pS = [X𝑆𝑆Y𝑆𝑆𝜓𝜓𝑆𝑆𝐾𝐾𝑆𝑆]                 (29) 

 pF = [X𝐹𝐹Y𝐹𝐹𝜓𝜓𝐹𝐹𝐾𝐾𝐹𝐹]         (30) 

where PS and PF are the start and finish poses, respectively, for a set of maneuvers; X and Y are 

the position with respect to the Earth X-axis and Y-axis, respectively; ψ is the heading angle with 

respect to the Earth X-axis, and 𝐾𝐾  is the maximum curvature. 
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 Coordinate Axes and Notation 

The Dubins trajectory generation only used the Earth’s coordinate system, while to produce 

a clothoid path, four important coordinate systems will be needed. These are the Earth coordinate 

axes, denoted by subscript E, the start coordinate axes based upon the start pose and denoted by 

subscript S, the finish coordinate axes based upon the finish pose and denoted by subscript F, and 

the connection coordinate axes based upon the straight line connecting the two clothoid arcs and 

denoted by subscript A. These coordinate systems are illustrated in Figure (29). 

Figure 29. Coordinate Systems. 

 Numerical Solution of the Fresnel Integrals 

As mentioned before the Fresnel integral is used to generate a clothoid curve; the following 

equation defines this integral: 

x(h) = ∫ cos(∅)dq   ,    y(h) =  ∫ sin(∅) dqh
0

h
0  (31) 

where x and y are the coordinates for the clothoid system. The length of the clothoid arc is h and 

its total sweep angle∅, which is given in the following equation: 

∅(q) =  k
2h

q2           (32) 
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The following equations represent the scaled Fresnel integrals, which are solved in order 

to generate the clothoid curve in the clothoid axes.  

c(h) = �2h
k

 .∫ cos�q2� dq   ,    S(h) =  �2h
k

.∫ sin�q2�dqh
0

h
0               (33) 

where: 

h =  �kh
2

                 (34) 

q =  � k
2h

 q                        (35) 

There is no explicit solution for equation (32), therefore the scaled Fresnel equation must 

be approximated numerically as follows:  

c(x) =  ∑ (−1)n

(2n)!(4n+1)
x4n+1 ,∞

n=0  s(x) =  ∑ (−1)n

(2n+1)!(4n+3)
x4n+3∞

n=0 (36) 

The number of iterations depends on the desired accuracy, then the results will be scaled 

to the appropriate values as follows: 

C(h) = �2h
k

C(x), S(h) = �2h
k

 S(x) (37) 

 Generating the Clothoid 

The path components X and Y are defined at distinct points using the numerical 

approximations yielded in equations (36). Each of these X and Y path components must be scaled 

using the relationships from equation (37). The curves generated using the Fresnel integral are 

initially generated within the clothoid coordinate system independent of the Earth axes. 
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 Conversion of Clothoid to Earth Coordinate System 

The clothoid was produced as a clockwise turn arc with a curvature and length varying 

from 0 to maximum. To generate a curve with a counterclockwise turn, the sign of the Y coordinate 

must be switched to negative. To convert the clothoid from the clothoid axes, denoted by subscript 

C, to the start and finish axes, respectively, a translation and rotation are needed, as follows: 

�XCSYCS
�
E

=  ��XCSYCS
�
E
− �XCSfirstYCSfirst

�
C
� + REA �

XCS
YCS

�
C

(38) 

�XCFYCF
�
E

=  ��XCFYCF
�
E
− �XCF last

YCF last
�
C
�+  REA �

XCF
YCF

�
C

(39) 

 Definition of Solution Space Quadrants 

The solution space was represented as four quadrants based upon the position of the finish 

pose relative to the start pose. The start pose when compared with the sign of the total sweep angle 

ϕtotal will yield the natural choice for turn directions. The natural choices for turn directions, based 

upon quadrant and sign of ϕtotal, are listed in the table (1) below. More details about the solution 

space can be found in [36]. 

Table 1. Direction Choices Based Upon Quadrant and Sign of Total Sweep Angle. 

Quadrant ϕtotal  ≥ 0 ϕtotal ≤ 0 

I RR RL 

II RL RR 

III LL LR 

IV LR LL 
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The following Figures (30) through (37) illustrate the definition of solution space quadrants: 

Figure 30. End Point in Quadrant I with ϕtotal ≥ 0. Figure 31. End Point in Quadrant II with ϕtotal ≥ 0. 

Figure 32. End Point in Quadrant III with ϕtotal ≥ 0. Figure 33. End Point in Quadrant IV with ϕtotal≥ 0. 
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Figure 34. End Point in Quadrant I with ϕtotal ≤ 0. Figure 35. End Point in Quadrant II with ϕtotal ≤ 0. 

Figure 36. End Point in Quadrant III with ϕtotal ≤ 0. Figure 37. End Point in Quadrant IV with ϕtotal ≤ 0. 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

 Performance Metrics 

The examined algorithms did not produce identical results; this can be recognized 

sufficiently by a set of performance metrics produced by two initial performance objectives, 

developed in [43]. One is based on the minimum error of the commanded trajectory followed by 

the aircraft. The following were considered as performance metrics of the first objective: the 

maximum absolute error, average absolute error, and the standard deviation of the tracking error. 

The other objective is based on the avoidance of control surfaces’ saturation by supplying the 

commands gradually.  The integral of the absolute value of the rate of change of deflection of the 

aileron, stabilator, rudder, and throttle were considered as performance metrics with respect to the 

desirable characteristics, as well as the percentage of samples at saturation of each of these control 

surfaces. The sum of the normalized components of each of the various performance parameters 

was calculated to determine the performance index for each tracking algorithm. The expected 

performance frontiers for each of these parameters were represented by an experimentally 

determined threshold, which was used to normalize each parameter and assign a relative grade 

from 0 to 1 [43]. 

For the tracking error, the three primary parameters (maximum error, average error, and 

standard deviation) must be evaluated for the horizontal plane error, vertical error, and total error. 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = [𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖|𝑠𝑠 = 1,2, … . ,9] = [𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑍𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑍𝑍𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑍𝑍�̂�𝑒𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋�̂�𝑒𝑍𝑍�̂�𝑒𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑍𝑍]𝑇𝑇           (40) 

where; 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇: Trajectory tracking specific performance vector.

𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑋𝑋𝑋: Average of the combined XY trajectory tracking error.

𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑍: Average of the vertical trajectory tracking error. 
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𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑍𝑍: Average of the combined XYZ trajectory tracking error.

𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋: Maximum of the XY plane trajectory tracking error.

𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑍𝑍: Maximum of the vertical trajectory tracking error.

𝑒𝑒�̅�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑍𝑍: Maximum of the combined XYZ trajectory tracking error. 

�̂�𝑒𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋: Standard deviation of the XY plane trajectory tracking error.

�̂�𝑒𝑍𝑍: Standard deviation of the vertical trajectory tracking error. 

�̂�𝑒𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑍𝑍: Standard deviation of the combined XYZ trajectory tracking error. 

The tracking performance index was calculated as a weighted average of the individual 

tracking error components, with weights designated by subjective comparative significance. A 

trajectory tracking specific performance index PITT is defined as: 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑤𝑤𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇  .  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇         (41) 

For control surface performance, there are two primary parameters (integral of the absolute 

value of the rate of change, and saturation percentage) to be evaluated for each control surface 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶 = [𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖|𝑠𝑠 = 1,2, … . ,8] = [𝑃𝑃�̇�𝛿𝑒𝑒 𝑃𝑃�̇�𝛿𝑚𝑚 𝑃𝑃�̇�𝛿𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃�̇�𝛿𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟𝑆𝑆𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡 ]𝑇𝑇          (42) 
where, 
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶: control activity specific performance vector. 𝑃𝑃�̇�𝛿𝑒𝑒 ,  𝑃𝑃�̇�𝛿𝑚𝑚, 𝑃𝑃�̇�𝛿𝑟𝑟and𝑃𝑃�̇�𝛿𝑡𝑡: The integral of stabilator 

deflection, aileron deflection, rudder deflection and throttle command rate of change, 

respectively.  𝑆𝑆𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒, 𝑆𝑆𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚, 𝑆𝑆𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟and𝑆𝑆𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡 : The stabilator, aileron, rudder, and throttle saturation index 

respectively. 

A surface activation performance index was calculated as a weighted average of the 

individual surface parameters, with weights designated by subjective comparative significance. A 

control activity specific performance index PICA is defined as: 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶 = 𝑤𝑤𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶  .  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶               (43) 
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The combination of the tracking error and surface activation performance indices will 

result in the total performance index for the tracking algorithm test using a specific weighted 

average. The most efficient algorithm can be evaluated by averaging all tests for the tracking 

algorithms. A trajectory tracking global performance index PIUAV is defined as: 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈 = 𝑤𝑤�𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇  .  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝑤𝑤�𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶  .  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶                                 (44) 

Note that 𝑤𝑤𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 , 𝑤𝑤𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶, 𝑤𝑤�𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 and 𝑤𝑤�𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶 are heuristically selected normalization and desirability 
weights. 

 General Experimental Design  

The comparison between the clothoid and Dubins based path generation algorithms is 

expected to reveal their impact on UAV performance in correlation with several vehicle, 

environment, and mission conditions.  Therefore, the selection of the experimental factors is 

dictated by these conditions, while the selection of experimental outcomes is dictated by the 

performance metrics. For each factor, several levels were considered based on relevance, 

simulation capabilities, and the need to keep the experimental grid at a manageable level.  

All flight conditions were considered for five different controllers within the WVU UAV 

simulation environment. These flight conditions are the nominal conditions and abnormal 

conditions including subsystem failure conditions, such as sensors and actuators failure, and upset 

environment conditions, such as wind directions, wind magnitudes, and turbulence.  The potential 

effects of path geometric characteristics has also been investigated by considering the relative 

position and heading of start and end poses (quadrant and turn angle effects).  

The experimental grid has been reduced such that each factor level is tested once for 

clothoid and once for Dubins with each of the five controllers, which means that each level was 

tested ten times. The total number of tests is 340 tests for 34 levels. This experimental design is 

presented in the flowchart of Figure (38). This chart follows a single path for each test, which 

means each test is for a single algorithm, controller, factor and level such that a comparison 

between clothoid and Dubins algorithms can be performed and effects of factors isolated and 

assessed.  
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Figure 38. Experimental Design Summary. 

 Graphical Distributions of Poses 

A sin wave shaped distribution of way points/poses was used to examine the first seven 

factors for all controllers with clothoid and Dubins. Three poses were defined to form the sine 

wave shape. This path is shown in Figure (39). 
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Figure 39. Trajectory Shape for the First Seven Factors. 

The turn angle effect and the quadrant effect factors are path orientation dependent, 

therefore each level has a different path shape. Two poses were created for the turning angle factor, 

and for quadrant factor, only one pose was created.  

All Dubins’ factors have the same commanded distance and all clothoid’s factors have the 

same commanded distance except for the quadrant test analysis. The commanded distance for the 

first seven factors (path shown in Figure (40) were calculated for Dubins (4592 m) and clothoid 

(4537 m) by using integrals between points. A grid of squares, where each square represents 200 

m2, was used to calculate the commanded distance for all orientation dependent levels in order for 

it to approximate the distance value of the sine wave shaped path. This was done using 

trigonometry relationships. The turn angle factor’s levels are illustrated in Figures (41) through 

(42). The zero degree turning angle is just a straight line which means there is no turning as shown 

in Figure (41), but there is still a difference in commanded distance between clothoid and Dubins, 

because the trajectory generator uses different algorithms to integrate this distance. The 360 

degrees turning path in Figure (44) is just a combination of two turns of 180 degrees; both are in 

clockwise direction. The Figures (45) through (48) show the different levels for the quadrant effect 

factor. 
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Figure 40. Zero Angle Trajectory. Figure 41. 45o Trajectory. 

Figure 42. 90o Trajectory. Figure 43. 180o Trajectory. 

Figure 44. 360o Trajectory. 
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Figure 45. First Quadrant Trajectory and Positive Total Sweep Angle. Figure 46. Second Quadrant Trajectory and Positive Total Sweep Angle. 

Figure 47. Third Quadrant Trajectory and Positive Total Sweep Angle. Figure 48. Fourth Quadrant Trajectory and Positive Total Sweep Angle. 
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 Trajectory Tracking Control Laws 

5.4.1. Fixed parameter control laws 

 Position PID Control Laws 

The forward, lateral, and vertical distance from the commanded trajectory in the inertial 

Earth reference frame (f, l and h), can be minimized by the Position PID controller, as shown in 

Figure (49) where PID refers to proportional, integral, and derivative control. Figure (50) shows 

the three unique modules form the Position PID controller [44], [45].  

Figure 49. Geometry of Trajectory Tracking Error [44]. 

Figure 50. Position PID Controller. 

The trajectory variable calculation module computes forward, lateral, and vertical distance 

errors and relative velocities from the reference trajectory. The outer loop module is able to 

compensate the lateral errors by creating a bank angle command, the forward errors by creating a 

throttle command, and the vertical errors by creating a pitch angle command: 

𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑 =  𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙̇𝑙𝑙̇ + 𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙   (45) 

𝛿𝛿𝑇𝑇 =  𝑘𝑘�̇�𝑓𝑓𝑓̇ + 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓            (46) 

𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑 =  𝑘𝑘ℎℎ̇ + 𝑘𝑘ℎℎ         (47) 
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In the inner loop, the attitude angle commands produced by the outer loop are converted 

into required aileron, rudder, and elevator deflections using the following equations: 

𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚 = 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 +  𝑘𝑘∅(𝜙𝜙 − 𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑)          (48) 

𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟 = 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑘𝑘∅𝑟𝑟(𝜙𝜙 − 𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑)          (49) 

𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒 = 𝑘𝑘𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 +  𝑘𝑘𝜃𝜃(𝜃𝜃 − 𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑)𝜙𝜙           (50) 

 Outer Loop NLDI Control Laws 

The performance and the robustness of the control laws can be improved if nonlinear 

dynamic inversion (NLDI) is used in the outer loop [44]. The control surface deflection commands 

are obtained using equations (48) to (50) for the inner loop. Equation (46) is used to obtain the 

throttle command. The following inversion equations were used to compute the required bank and 

pitch angles: 

𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑 = arctan{ 1
g𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝛾𝛾

[𝑙𝑙�̈�𝑑 cos( 𝑥𝑥 −  𝑥𝑥𝑈𝑈) + 𝑓𝑓�̈�𝑑 sin(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑈𝑈)] + 𝑣𝑣
g
Ω𝑈𝑈 + [𝑙𝑙̇ sin(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑈𝑈)−  𝑓𝑓̇ cos(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣)− Ω𝑉𝑉

gcos𝛾𝛾
]}

𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑 =  𝑚𝑚
𝐾𝐾𝑇𝑇 cosΥ

�𝑙𝑙�̈�𝑑 sin(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣)− �̈�𝑓𝑑𝑑 cos(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑈𝑈)] +  1
𝐾𝐾𝑇𝑇

 (1
2
𝜌𝜌0𝑃𝑃2 𝑠𝑠 (𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷0 + 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝛼𝛼0) + 𝑀𝑀g sin𝛾𝛾 − 𝑇𝑇0� −

𝑚𝑚
𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 cos𝛾𝛾

Ω𝑈𝑈[𝑙𝑙̇ cos(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑈𝑈) +

�̇�𝑓 cos(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑈𝑈)] (52) 

Approximate lateral and forward acceleration expressions were obtained using the 

following equations:    

𝑙𝑙�̈�𝑑 = −𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙̇ − 𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙           (53) 

𝑓𝑓�̈�𝑑 = −𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓̇ − 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓                     (54) 

 Extended NLDI Control Laws 

A method described in [46] was used to extend the inversion mechanism to the inner loop. 

Two phases carry out the inner loop NLDI control. The first one, called “slow mode”, receives the 

pitch, roll, and yaw attitude angle errors and produces commands for pitch, roll and yaw rates: 

�
𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑
𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑
𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑
� = �

1 sin𝜙𝜙 cos 𝜃𝜃 cos𝜙𝜙 tan 𝜃𝜃
0 cos𝜙𝜙 − sin𝜙𝜙
0 sin𝜙𝜙 sec 𝜃𝜃 cos𝜙𝜙 sec𝜃𝜃

�

−1

�
𝑈𝑈𝜙𝜙
𝑈𝑈𝜃𝜃
𝑈𝑈𝜓𝜓
� (55) 

�
𝑈𝑈𝜙𝜙
𝑈𝑈𝜃𝜃
𝑈𝑈𝜓𝜓
� = �

𝐾𝐾𝜙𝜙(𝜙𝜙𝑑𝑑 − 𝜙𝜙)
𝐾𝐾𝜃𝜃(𝜃𝜃𝑑𝑑 − 𝜃𝜃)
𝐾𝐾𝜓𝜓(𝜓𝜓𝑑𝑑 − 𝜓𝜓)

�                       (56) 
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The second phase is called “fast mode”. This phase receives the angular rate commands 

output from the slow mode controller as inputs and produces the actuators (aileron, elevator, and 

rudder) commands. Figure (51) shows these two stages. The angular acceleration compensation 

used by the fast mode inversion is defined as following: 

�
𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝
𝑈𝑈𝑞𝑞
𝑈𝑈𝑟𝑟
� = �

𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝(𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 − 𝑝𝑝)
𝐾𝐾𝑞𝑞(𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 − 𝑞𝑞)
𝐾𝐾𝑟𝑟(𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 − 𝑟𝑟)

�                (57) 

The necessary control surface deflection commands can be obtained as following: 

𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒 =
𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥,𝛿𝛿)−𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐷𝐷−

𝑐𝑐�
2𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑞𝑞

𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒
=

𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑚𝑚�𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶�

−𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐷𝐷−
𝑐𝑐�
2𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑞𝑞

𝑂𝑂𝑚𝑚𝛿𝛿𝑒𝑒
(58) 

𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚 = 𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏2−𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏1
𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛−𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛

         (59) 

𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟 = 𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏1−𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏2
𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛−𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑂𝑂𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛

          (60) 
where: 

𝑏𝑏1 =  𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙(𝑥𝑥,𝛿𝛿)− 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙0 − 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝛽𝛽 −
𝑏𝑏
2𝑈𝑈
�𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟� = 𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑞𝑞�𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏
− 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙0 − 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝛽𝛽 −

𝑏𝑏
2𝑈𝑈
�𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟�        (61) 

𝑏𝑏2 = 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡(𝑥𝑥,𝛿𝛿)− 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡0 − 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝛽𝛽 −
𝑏𝑏
2𝑈𝑈
�𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟� = 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑞𝑞�𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏
− 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡0 − 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝛽𝛽 −

𝑏𝑏
2𝑈𝑈
�𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟� (62) 

Figure 51. Two Phase Dynamic Inversion Inner Loop NLDI Controller. 
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5.4.2. Adaptive Control Laws 

 Adaptive #1 

Increased level of fault tolerance can be provided by modifying the previous control 

algorithms [43] as presented in Figure (52).  An adaptive factor equation (63) can affect the six 

gains of the inner loop from equations (48) through (50).  

𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘) = 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝(1 − 𝜂𝜂 𝑓𝑓�Δ𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘)� �1 + 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖
𝑧𝑧−1

+ 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑
𝑧𝑧−1
𝑧𝑧
�  𝑒𝑒(𝑘𝑘)) (63) 

where kp, ki, and kd are PID gains, Δu is the control gradient, and: 

𝑓𝑓�Δ𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘)� = 1 − exp (−�Δ𝑢𝑢
(𝑘𝑘)�2

𝑚𝑚
)                      (64)

For equation (52), the pitch attitude channel is affected by the gain kθ and can be modified 

as shown in the following equation: 

𝑘𝑘𝜃𝜃 = 𝑘𝑘�1 �1 − 𝜂𝜂 �1 − 2
exp[(𝑘𝑘�2Δ𝑘𝑘𝜃𝜃)2]+exp [−(𝑘𝑘�2Δ𝑘𝑘𝜃𝜃)2]

��  (65) 

where k1 and k2 are constant gains and Δkθ is the gradient of the adaptive gain. 

 All other controller parameters stay as they are without any change. The gains in 

equation (56) are adaptive, while the others in equation (57) remain fixed. 

Figure 52. Biological Immune System Feedback Response Diagram. 
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 Adaptive #2 

To provide faster adaptation along with high robustness, an alternative adaptive control 

architecture based on the L1 approach [47] was attempted. L1 is referring to use L1-norm also 

known as least absolute deviations (LAD), least absolute errors (LAE). It is basically minimizing 

the sum of the absolute differences between the target value and the estimated values. 

 The L1 control laws adapts an extension of the model reference adaptive control 

architecture consist a low pass filter. This filter separates performance and robustness and 

guarantees a bandwidth limited control signal with high adaptation rate. The benefit of using this 

approach is to simplify theoretical assurance for stability and performance as well as systematic 

design procedures, considerable minimization for the tuning attempt especially when fault 

tolerance is aimed. Linear type controller and a nonlinear dynamic inversion based outer/inner 

loop controller were combined with the L1 adaptive control within the WVU UAV simulation 

environment. The block diagram of the latter is presented in Figure (53).   More details about L1 

adaptive controller can be found in [47]. 

Figure 53. NLDI Inner Loop Based Control Laws with L1 Adaptive Augmentation. 
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 Automated Data Acquisition Tool 

The different simulation scenarios were run and the results collected using an ad-hoc 

developed Matlab function as an automated data acquisition tool, named “Save function”. This 

function was implemented as a Simulink block. The 340 tests 170 tests for clothoid and 170 tests 

for Dubins were run by the Save function, which also facilitates saving plots and data. It creates 

folders and subfolders and labels them for classification, updates folders or subfolders without 

deleting any content, and allows test double checking and repetition without data duplication if 

results appear to be problematic.  

Before creating the Save function, a variable “Determinpath” was defined to specify if the 

trajectory was using Dubins or clothoid algorithm (for Dubins, Determinepath = 0, and for 

clothoid, Determinepath =1). The quadrant factor is a geometrical property of the path, therefore 

it was saved for each test. The quadrant factor was saved by creating one row matrix called 

“quadrantmatrix”, each cell representing a quadrant number for the targeted pose. A folder called 

“cases” with two subfolders called “2D Dubins” and “2D clothoid” is first generated and then the 

Save function will create subfolders inside to store the required plots and data. 

After each test, the user has to save the UAV dashboard scenario to the workspace folder 

and label it “Scenario”, then click on the “Save” block on the main Simulink to run the Save 

function. If the user runs the Save function without saving the UAV dashboard scenario, an error 

message will appear asking the user to save the dashboard scenario first as shown in Figure (54).  

Figure 54. Error Message for Unsaved Scenario. 

When clicking on the save block, the Save function will run and a data input widow will 

pop up (see Figure (55)) asking the user to enter the controller number, factor number and the level 

number. These numbers must be the same corresponding to the numbers in Figure (38) for 

controllers, factors, and levels. 
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Figure 55. Numbering Code Inputs to Save Each Test Result. 

The save function will create a folder and label it with a name associated with the specific 

scenario. Then all the test outputs are saved to this folder, which resides inside “2D Dubins” folder 

or “2D clothoid” folder. The save function will also create a (.mat) file called “datafile”, which 

contains a matrix called “output”. This matrix has 26 columns (see Appendix C) and 240 rows 

representing the number of tests. Figure (56) shows the process of saving the data and plots. For 

simplicity, the output matrix is converted into a Microsoft Excel spread sheet.  

Figure 56. Flow Chart of the Automated Data Acquisition Tool. 
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CHAPTER VI 

ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF PATH GENERATION 

ALGORITHMS 

 Variation of Bank Angle and Lateral Acceleration 

In terms of UAV body axes, the curvature is proportional to the yaw rate and the torsion is 

proportional to the roll rate. However, the UAV will conduct a bank to turn maneuver, which 

means rolling to a specific bank angle to turn accompanied by compensation normal to the wings 

using the elevator.   

The bank angle and the lateral acceleration are proportional to the curvature of the path 

according to equation (27), which is confirmed by the simulation results presented in Figures (57) 

and (58). A “sine wave” path was used in this test consisting of a straight segment, turn to right, 

straight segment, turn to left, and straight segment. It can be seen that there are significant 

differences, as expected, between the variations of the bank angle when using the two path 

generation algorithms at the transition points between curved and straight segments. The bank 

angle will change continuously and smoothly for clothoid and rather abruptly for Dubins path. In 

both cases a maximum bank angle of 55 degrees is reached and maintained at this value for about 

3 seconds for clothoid and 6 second for Dubins. The lateral acceleration also varies more smoothly 

and reaches lower extreme values for the clothoid path as compared to the Dubins path. 

The bank angle is adjusted by the controller according to the changes in the commanded 

path curvature. For example, for the clothoid path, the bank angle is reduced from 55 degrees to 

22 degrees which means the UAV rolls to left, then increased to 35 degrees, which means the UAV 

rolls to right.  The UAV rolls in opposite direction without changing the sign of bank angle to 

compensate for the trajectory errors. These changes in bank angle are relatively smooth and do not 

cause the UAV to roll excessively, which in turn results in better trajectory tracking. Then the bank 

angle will be continuously reduced to zero degree, which represents the straight line path.  
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For Dubins path, the bank angle will reduce from (55 degrees) to (-36 degrees), increase to 

(4 degrees) reduce to (- 7 degrees) and then increase to (0 degrees). This oscillation is the result of 

the abrupt change in the commanded curvature.  The UAV will experience undesired changes in 

the sign of the roll attitude angle, which leads to larger tracking errors.   

Figure 57. Variation of Bank Angle with Curvature Changes. 

Figure 58. Variation of Lateral Acceleration with Curvature Changes. 
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 Path Length Analysis 

The commanded path length for clothoid path was approximately 4592m and for Dubins it 

was approximately 4537m for all tests except for the quadrant analysis tests. As expected, the 

clothoid algorithm produces longer commanded paths than Dubins algorithm by about 55 m. It 

should be noted that this difference is relatively small for the paths considered in this study and 

may be much more significant if the commanded path necessitates large number of turns. Figure 

(59) shows the curvature differences between these two algorithms. The actual distances achieved 

by the vehicle are obviously different depending on the trajectory tracking errors. Figures (60) and 

(61) shows the differences between actual and commanded trajectories for clothoid and Dubins 

respectively, at Nominal Conditions for L1+PPID Controller. Figure (62) shows combination of 

the differences between actual and commanded trajectories for both clothoid and Dubins at 

nominal conditions for L1+PPID controller.  

From these plots, one can notice that Dubins trajectory errors are larger than clothoid 
trajectory errors due to the discontinuous commanded curvature. Although the Dubins 
commanded path length is shorter, the actual length traveled by the vehicle typically is larger. 
For the Dubins path, the abrupt changes required for the bank angle are producing more control 
surface activity and more trajectory tracking errors resulting in a longer actual path than the one 
achieved with the clothoid path generation algorithm. 

m

Figure 59. Difference between Commanded Curvature for Clothoid and Dubins Algorithms. 
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Figure 60. Clothoid at Nominal Conditions L1+PPID Controller. 

Figure 61. Dubins at Nominal Conditions L1+PPID Controller. 

Figure 62. Clothoid and Dubins Distances at Nominal Conditions L1+ PPID Controller. 
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Figure (63) presents the actual and commanded distances for the two path generation 

algorithm using the five different sets of control laws at nominal conditions.  In all cases, as 

expected, the actual distance is larger than the commanded distance for both algorithms. However, 

while the commanded distance for clothoid is larger than the commanded distance for Dubins, the 

actual distance for Dubins is larger than the actual distance for clothoid, due to larger tracking 

errors. 

Figure 63. Distance with Nominal Conditions in (m). 

The charts in appendix A present the differences between Dubins actual and commanded 

path lengths, and clothoid actual and commanded path lengths, for all factors at all levels with all 

five controllers. The tendency from all these charts follows the trend presented in Figure (63). An 

additional example under sensor failure is presented in Figure (64).  

Figure 64. Distance with Sensor Failure in (m). 

The distance for any factor with the (L1+ PPID) controller is always larger than other 

distances for the same factor with other controllers. This tendency of the (L1+ PPID) controller 

does not necessarily happen because of the high trajectory tracking errors, but it may be because 

of how the actual path follows the commanded path. Figure (65) is an inaccurate sketch showing 
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a commanded path with two trajectory paths that have the same trajectory errors, but the green 

path has a longer length than the blue path.  

Figure 65. Different Actual Distances With The Same Trajectory Errors. 

The results of the distance differences between the actual distance and the commanded 

distance for all factors are summarized in Table (2). This table shows the controller, factor and 

level for maximum and minimum actual path length and the averages. The wind direction factor 

produces the maximum clothoid and Dubins distances at level 270 degrees with (L1+ PPID) 

controller, and minimum path lengths at 0 degrees wind direction with Position PID controller. 

Figure (66) shows the direction effect on the UAV trajectory with clothoid, (L1+ PPID) controller 

at level 0 degree and 270 degrees. The 0 degrees wind will push the aircraft body closer to the 

commanded trajectory while the 270 degrees wind will push the aircraft body farther from the 

commanded path. In general, wind direction will not change the trend that clothoid path is always 

shorter than Dubins path.   

Figure 66. Wind Direction Effect on the UAV Trajectory. 
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Table 2. Summary of Path Length Analysis. 

                ----Actual Distance  
--------------------------------------
--------------------------------------                                                                                         
               Factors 

Dis. average 
Clothid   

Dis average 
Dubins    Max Dis. Clothoid Max Dis. Dubins

Factor at Max  
Dis. Clothoid 

Factor at Max  
Dis. Dubins 

Min Dis 
Clothoid  

Min Dis 
Dubins

Factor at Min Dis. 
Clothoid

Factor at Min  
Dis. Dubins

Nominal 4582 4734 4862 4989
2D L1+PPID  
Nominal 

2D L1+PPID  
Nominal 4468 4649

2D Position PID 
Nominal 

2D Position PID 
Nominal 

Sensors 4583 4733 4866 5031
2D L1+PPID  Sensor  
Yaw

2D L1+PPID  
Sensor  Yaw 4468 4581

2D Position PID 
Sensor  Roll

2D Position PID 
Sensor  Roll

L. Act. Locked 4619 4794
4889

4986

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorStab Left 
lock

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorAiler 
Left lock 4470 4637

2D Position PID 
ActuatorRudd Left 
lock

2D Position PID 
ActuatorRudd 
Left lock

R. Act. Locked 4619 4769 4861 4985

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorAiler 
Right lock

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorAiler 
Right lock 4470 4637

2D Position PID 
ActuatorRudd 
Rightlock

2D Position PID 
ActuatorRudd 
Rightlock

L. Act. missed 4586 4755 4872 5038

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorAiler Left 
miss

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorRudd 
Left miss 4468 4634

2D Position PID 
ActuatorRudd Left 
miss

2D Position PID 
ActuatorRudd 
Left miss

R. Act. missed  4586 4751 4872 5038

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorAiler 
Right miss

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorRudd 
Right miss 4468 4634

2D Position PID 
ActuatorRudd Right 
miss

2D Position PID 
ActuatorRudd 
Right miss

Wind Dir. 4509 4642 4912 5086
2D L1+PPID    wind 
dir 270deg

2D L1+PPID    
wind dir 
270deg 4220 4280

2D Position PID wind 
dir 0deg

2D Position PID 
wind dir 0deg

Wind mag. 4595 4771 4900 5074
2D L1+PPID     wind 
mag     8 knots

2D L1+PPID     
wind mag     8 
knots 4487 4663

2D Position PID wind 
mag 5 knots

2D NLDI outer   
wind    mag 8 
knots

Turbulence 

4557 4701 4830 4978
2D L1+PPID  
Turbulance  light

2D L1+PPID  
Turbulance  
Moderate 4439 4603

2D Position PID 
Turbulance  Sever

2D Position PID 
Turbulance  
Sever

Total 4582 4739 4912 5086

2D L1+PPID    
wind dir 
270deg

2D L1+PPID   
wind dir 
270deg 4220 4280

2D Position PID 
wind dir 0deg

2D Position 
PID wind dir 

0deg

Angle 4274 4330 5205 5356
2D L1+PPID  Angle  
360

2D L1+PPID  
Angle  360 3994 3996

2D Position PID 
Angle  zero

2D Position PID 
Angle  zero

Quadrant 4327 4384 4640 4747

2D L1+PPID  
quadrant  Third 
quadrant 

2D L1+PPID  
quadrant  
Second 
quadrant 4201 4214

2D Position PID 
quadrant  Fourth 
quadrant

2D Position PID 
quadrant  Fourth 
quadrant
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The effects on the path length produced by the pose heading angle change and the relative 

pose position of subsequent way points follows the same trends, that is the clothoid actual path is 

shorter than Dubins. Obviously, the distance for the path with heading change of 360 degrees is 

the highest. As shown in Table (2), the 360 degrees turn reaches the highest length value with 

L1+PPID controller. The shortest distance occurs for 0 degrees heading change (straight line) with 

Position PID controller. The clothoid actual path is shorter than Dubins in all cases.  However, 

note that for the zero curvature case, for both algorithms, theoretically, both paths have the same 

length.  The simulation shows small differences even for this case, due to computational 

dissimilarity. 

For the quadrant factor, the maximum distance was at the third quadrant for clothoid and 

Dubins with (L1+PPID) controller, while the shortest distance for clothoid and Dubins was at first 

quadrant with (Position PID) controller.  

 Performance Indices Analysis 

The trajectory tracking (TT), control activity (CA), and total (TOT) performance indices 

(PI) were investigated and represented in Appendix B for all factors at all levels with all five 

controllers, for both the clothoid and Dubins algorithms. In Figure (67), these PIs are presented at 

nominal conditions and in Figure (68) under left actuator locked conditions.   

Figure 67. PI with Nominal Conditions. 
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Figure 68. Left Actuator Locked. 

In general, the tendency for all simulation cases is that the clothoid algorithm facilitates 

better performance than the Dubins algorithm. There are only a few situations in which the TT for 

Dubins is better than for clothoid by very small amounts, which are rather negligible. Note that the 

TT performance represents the actual path tracking of the commanded path in three dimensions. 

In addition to x and y axes errors, vertical errors are also considered. Figure (69) shows a three 

dimensional (3D) plot for commanded and actual trajectories for clothoid algorithm with PID 

Position controller at nominal conditions.  

Figure 69. 3D Plot for Commanded and Actual Trajectories. 
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Table (3) summarizes the comparative results based on TT performance indices. TT 

performance indices for the sine wave path do not exceed 0.448 which is the maximum TT 

performance index for Dubins path with NLDI outer controller that occurs when the left rudder is 

damaged. Clothoid and Dubins have zero TT performance indices for some factors’ levels as a 

result of the high trajectory errors in three dimensions.  

The PID Position controller is the poorest controller under both nominal and failure 

conditions. There are only a few exceptions, which make it the less desirable controller among the 

ones considered, if the mission goal is high TT performance. Conventional and adaptive controllers 

with NLDI have better TT for both clothoid and Dubins paths. The 360 degrees turn case produces 

low TT performance indices for both clothoid and Dubins with Position PID controller because it 

consist of two 180 degrees turns and has the longest actual path, which also maximizes the error. 

For the quadrant factor, the first quadrant with L1+ENLDI controller has the best TT performance 

indices for both clothoid and Dubins, while the poorest TT is recorded for the third quadrant for 

clothoid and Dubins with L1+PPID controller. 

Table (4) summarizes the simulation results in terms of the CA performance indices for all 

factors and levels considered. The CA performance indices for clothoid are in general better than 

Dubins for all levels because the discontinuous commanded curvature for the Dubins path requires 

the UAV to perform more intense control surface activity for tracking the path. The Position PID 

controller produces the best CA performance indices for all levels, while the conventional and 

adaptive controller based on NLDI has the poorest CA performance indices. This is expected as 

the controller with NLDI produces high TT performance indices, which is achieved through more 

intense actuation of the controls. The turn angle producing the lowest CA performance index was 

360 degrees and the one producing the best was zero degrees, which is consistent with the fact that 

tracking errors are larger in turns. The best CA performance indices when varying the quadrant 

was obtained for the first quadrant with L1+PPID controller. The worst CA performance indices 

was obtained for final pose in the second quadrant with L1+ENLDI controller for clothoid and 

Dubins. The first quadrant was the best and the second quadrant was the worst, independent of 

control laws. This result is due to the fact that the first quadrant involves typically the least amount 

of turn, while the second quadrant involves the most amount of turn therefore involves more 
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control activity. The third quadrant has less amount of turn and longer length than the second 

quadrant, which produce more trajectory errors and less control activity than the second quadrant. 

Table (5) presents the TOT performance indices for all levels which are the weighted values 

for both TT and CA performance indices. Note that the evaluation in terms of TOT PI may yield 

different outcomes depending on the relative priority assigned to trajectory tracking versus control 

activity, which are generally functions of mission objective and nature. However, considering that 

the separate analysis shows that the clothoid path generally facilitates better performance in terms 

of both TT and CA, it can be concluded that the ranking of the two approaches by the TOT PI will 

be invariant with respect to the priority weights assigned to the two major metrics within the TOT 

PI. Indeed, Table (5) shows that the clothoid path has the highest TOT performance indices for all 

factors and levels.  
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Table 3. Summary of Trajectory Tracking PI Results. 

Results
     Factors 

TT. average 
Clothid   

TT 
average 
Dubins    

Max TT 
Clothoid

Max TT 
Dubins

Factor at Max  
TT Clothoid 

Factor at Max  
TT Dubins 

Min TT 
Clothoid  

Min TT 
Dubins

Factor at Min TT 
Clothoid Factor at Min  TT Dubins

Nominal 0.400 0.336 0.444 0.406
NLDI outer  
Nominal 

 L1+ENLDI 
Nominal 0.353 0.181 Position PID Nominal Position PID Nominal 

Sensors 0.389 0.330 0.445 0.436
 NLDI outer  
Sensor  Roll

 L1+ENLDI 
Sensor  Pitch 0.212 0.080

 Position PID Sensor  
Pitch

 Position PID Sensor  
Pitch

L. Act. Locked 0.249 0.237 0.439 0.401

NLDI outer  
ActuatorRudd 

Left lock

 L1+ENLDI 
ActuatorRudd 

Left lock 0.000 0.000

Position PID 
ActuatorStab Left lock 

,  & NLDI Extended  
ActuatorAiler Left lock

Position PID, NLDI outer, 
& NLDI Extended,  

(ActuatorStab left lock) 

R. Act. Locked 0.290 0.229 0.439 0.401

NLDI outer  
ActuatorRudd 
Rightlock

 L1+ENLDI 
ActuatorRudd 
Rightlock 0.000 0.000

Position PID 
ActuatorStab Right 
lock

Position PID , NLDIouter, 
NLDI Extended, & 
L1+ENLDI Extended   
(ActuatorStab Right lock )

L. Act. missed 0.375 0.321 0.445 0.406

NLDI outer  
ActuatorRudd 
Left miss

 NLDI 
Extended 
ActuatorStab 
Left miss 0.302 0.131

2D Position PID 
ActuatorStab Left miss

 Position PID 
ActuatorRudd Left miss

R. Act. missed  0.380 0.326 0.445 0.448

NLDI outer  
ActuatorRudd 
Right miss

L1+ENLDI 
ActuatorStab 
Right miss 0.301 0.131

Position PID 
ActuatorStab Right 
miss

Position PID 
ActuatorRudd Right miss

Wind Dir. 0.276 0.273 0.399 0.388

Position PID 
wind dir 
90deg

 L1+ENLDI 
wind dir 
90deg 0.000 0.000

L1+ENLDI wind dir 
180deg PositionPID wind dir 0deg

Wind mag. 0.370 0.314 0.433 0.392

NLDI outer  
wind mag 5 
knots

 NLDI 
Extended 
wind mag 5 
knots 0.215 0.104

 Position PID wind 
mag 8 knots

 Position PID wind mag 8 
knots

Turbulence 

0.305 0.236 0.437 0.405

 NLDI outer  
Turbulance  
light

 NLDI 
Extended 
Turbulance  
light 0.000 0.000

 L1+PPID  Turbulance  
Moderate  & Sever

L1+PPID  Turbulance  
Moderate , Sever   & light

Total 0.337 0.289 0.445 0.448

NLDI outer  
ActuatorRudd 

Left miss

L1+ENLDI 
ActuatorStab 

Right miss 0.000 0.000 All zeros above All zeros above

Angle 0.330 0.528 0.965 0.958

NLDI outer  
ActuatorRudd 
Left miss

 L1+ENLDI 
Angle  zero 0.625 0.092

Position PID Angle  
360 Position PID Angle  360

Quadrant 0.942 0.920 0.942 0.916
2D L1+ENLDI 
first quadrant

2D L1+ENLDI 
first quadrant 0.366 0.360

2D L1+PPID   Third 
quadrant

2D L1+PPID    Third 
quadrant 
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Table 4. Summary of Control Activity PI Results. 

Results
     Factors 

CA 
average 
Clothid   

CA 
average 
Dubins    

Max CA 
Clothoid

Max CA 
Dubins

Factor at 
Max  CA 
Clothoid 

Factor at Max  
CA Dubins 

Min CA 
Clothoid  

Min CA 
Dubins

Factor at Min CA 
Clothoid

Factor at Min  CA 
Dubins

Nominal 0.830 0.788 0.960 0.936
2D Position 
PID Nominal 

2D Position 
PID Nominal 0.751 0.700

2D L1+ENLDI 
Nominal 

2D NLDI Extended 
Nominal 

Sensors 0.829 0.782 0.960 0.936

2D Position 
PID Sensor  
Roll

2D Position 
PID Sensor  
Roll 0.748 0.698

2D L1+ENLDI 
Sensor  Yaw

2D L1+ENLDI 
Sensor  Yaw

L. Act. Locked 0.768 0.728 0.961 0.930

2D Position 
PID 
ActuatorRud
d Left lock

2D Position 
PID 
ActuatorRud
d Left lock 0.512 0.511

2D NLDI Extended 
ActuatorAiler Left 
lock

2D NLDI Extended 
ActuatorStab Left 
lock

R. Act. Locked 0.794 0.725 0.961 0.930

2D Position 
PID 
ActuatorRud
d Rightlock

2D Position 
PID 
ActuatorRud
d Rightlock 0.600 0.401

2D NLDI Extended 
ActuatorStab 
Right lock

2D NLDI Extended 
ActuatorStab 
Right lock

L. Act. missed 0.830 0.778 0.960 0.940

2D Position 
PID 
ActuatorRud
d Left miss

2D Position 
PID 
ActuatorRud
d Left miss 0.750 0.683

2D L1+ENLDI 
ActuatorStab Left 
miss

2D L1+ENLDI 
ActuatorAiler Left 
miss

R. Act. missed  0.829 0.780 0.960 0.940

2D Position 
PID 
ActuatorRud
d Right miss

2D Position 
PID 
ActuatorRud
d Right miss 0.744 0.683

2D NLDI Extended 
ActuatorStab 
Right miss

2D L1+ENLDI 
ActuatorAiler 
Right miss

Wind Dir. 0.731 0.710 0.818 0.872

2D Position 
PID wind dir 
90deg

2D Position 
PID wind dir 
270deg 0.571 0.458

2D NLDI Extended 
wind dir 180deg

2D L1+ENLDI wind 
dir 180deg

Wind mag. 0.825 0.370 0.955 0.930

2D Position 
PID wind 
mag 5 knots

2D Position 
PID wind 
mag 5 knots 0.734 0.697

2D NLDI Extended 
wind mag 8 knots

2D L1+ENLDI wind 
mag 5 knots

Turbulence 

0.640 0.602 0.944 0.918

2D Position 
PID 
Turbulance  
light

2D Position 
PID 
Turbulance  
light 0.355 0.370

2D NLDI Extended 
Turbulance  Sever

2D L1+ENLDI 
Turbulance  Sever

Total 0.786 0.696 0.961 0.940

2D Position 
PID 

ActuatorRud
d Rightlock

2D Position 
PID 

ActuatorRud
d Right miss 0.355 0.370

2D NLDI Extended 
Turbulance  Sever

2D L1+ENLDI 
Turbulance  Sever

Angle 0.892 0.838 0.987 0.974
2D L1+PPID  
Angle  zero

2D L1+PPID  
Angle  zero 0.789 0.679

2D L1+ENLDI 
Angle  360

2D L1+ENLDI Angle  
360

Quadrant 0.997 0.996 0.907 0.874

2D L1+PPID   
first 
quadrant

2D L1+PPID   
first 
quadrant 0.931 0.890

2D L1+ENLDI   
Second quadrant

2D L1+ENLDI   
Second quadrant
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Table 5. Summary of Total PI Results. 

                  Results
     Factors 

TOT. 
average 
Clothid   

TOT 
average 
Dubins    

Max TOT 
Clothoid

Max TOT 
Dubins

Factor at Max  
TOT Clothoid 

Factor at Max  
TOT Dubins 

Min TOT 
Clothoid  

Min TOT 
Dubins

Factor at Min TOT 
Clothoid

Factor at Min  TOT 
Dubins

Nominal 0.529 0.472 0.549 0.507
2D NLDI outer  
Nominal 

2D L1+PPID  
Nominal  0.517 0.407

2D L1+PPID  
Nominal 

2D Position PID 
Nominal

Sensors 0.521 0.466 0.549 0.517
2D NLDI outer  
Sensor  Yaw

2D L1+ENLDI 
Sensor  Pitch 0.435 0.334

2D Position PID 
Sensor  Pitch

2D Position PID 
Sensor  Pitch

L. Act. Locked 0.405 0.384 0.550 0.508

2D NLDI outer  
ActuatorRudd 
Left lock

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorRudd 
Left lock 0.153 0.153

2D NLDI Extended 
ActuatorAiler Left 
lock

2D NLDI Extended 
ActuatorStab Left 
lock

R. Act. Locked 0.441 0.378 0.550 0.508

2D NLDI outer  
ActuatorRudd 
Rightlock

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorRudd 
Rightlock 0.217 0.120

2D NLDI Extended 
ActuatorStab 
Right lock

2D NLDI Extended 
ActuatorStab Right 
lock

L. Act. missed 0.511 0.458 0.555 0.505

2D NLDI outer  
ActuatorRudd 
Left miss

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorAiler 
Left miss 0.469 0.367

2D L1+ENLDI 
ActuatorStab Left 
miss

2D Position PID 
ActuatorAiler Left 
miss

R. Act. missed  0.515 0.462 0.555 0.526

2D Position 
PID 
ActuatorRudd 
Right miss

2D L1+ENLDI 
ActuatorStab 
Right miss 0.472 0.367

2D NLDI Extended 
ActuatorAiler 
Right miss

2D Position PID 
ActuatorAiler Right 
miss

Wind Dir. 0.412 0.404 0.474 0.353

2D Position 
PID wind dir 
90deg

2D L1+PPID  
wind dir 
270deg 0.340 0.367

2D L1+ENLDI wind 
dir 180deg

2D Position PID 
wind dir 0deg

Wind mag. 0.507 0.456 0.544 0.501

2D NLDI outer  
wind mag 5 
knots

2D L1+PPID  
wind mag 5 
knots 0.436 0.351

2D Position PID 
wind mag 8 knots

2D Position PID 
wind mag 8 knots

Turbulence 

0.406 0.346 0.540 0.480

2D Position 
PID Turbulance  
light

2d L1+ENLDI 
Turbulance  
light 0.121 0.355

2D L1+PPID  
Turbulance  Sever

2D L1+PPID  
Turbulance  Sever

Total 0.472 0.425 0.555 0.526

2D Position 
PID 

ActuatorRudd 
Right miss

2D L1+PPID  
ActuatorRudd 

Left lock 0.121 0.120
2D L1+PPID  

Turbulance  Sever

2D NLDI Extended 
ActuatorStab Right 

lock

Angle 0.754 0.621 0.963 0.944
2D L1+PPID  
Angle  zero

2D L1+PPID  
Angle  zero 0.429 0.335

2D L1+ENLDI 
Angle  360

2D Position PID 
Angle  360

Quadrant 0.938 0.916 0.938 0.916
2D L1+ENLDI 
first quadrant

2D L1+ENLDI 
first quadrant 0.548 0.536

2D L1+PPID    
Second quadrant

2D L1+PPID    Second 
quadrant
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

The comparison in two dimensional space, between the clothoid path a continuous 

curvature path and the Dubins path a discontinuous curvature path was performed in this study for 

nominal and abnormal flight conditions using conventional and adaptive controllers. The 

experimental design included the development of an automated data acquisition tool in conjunction 

with the WVU UAV simulation environment. It can be concluded that the geometrical structure 

of the UAVs’ path has significant effects on the trajectory errors and the control surface activity. 

The simulation results confirm that the UAV actual bank angle and lateral acceleration are 

proportional to commanded curvature of the path. The maximum lateral acceleration for Dubins is 

about four times the maximum lateral acceleration for clothoid for the same turn radius due to the 

discontinuity in commanded curvature.  

Also, one should note that the control activity of actuators surfaces increases with the 

increase of the trajectory errors, to compensate for these error and not loose the path. On the other 

hand, the control activity increases with the amount of the path turn, and the trajectory errors 

increase with the path length. 

 The path planning for UAVs depends on the UAV dynamic characteristics and the nature 

of the mission. The results of this research can effectively be used to select the proper algorithm 

for path generation depending on the nature of the mission. For example, if the mission requires 

significant obstacle avoidance, which typically can be achieved with tight turns and minimum 

overshot, then the clothoid approach should be used. Therefore, missions in urban environments, 

close to rugged terrain, and some combat mission are likely to benefit from the use of the clothoid. 

However, if the mission involves long straight segment without numerous turns, such as long 

distance delivery or some surveillance and reconnaissance missions, then Dubins path could be 

adequate.  

Future work should include a comparison and analysis of the clothoid and Dubins path 

generation algorithms in 3-dimensional space, an investigation of the effects of additional 

abnormal conditions such as Global Positioning System malfunctions and finally development of 

path planning with moving and fixed threat regions in 3-dimensional space, which is more 

complicated and challenging but on the other hand is very useful for military and civilian missions. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A 

Comparison of the Generated Path Length 

Figure 70.  Distance with Nominal Conditions in (m). 

Figure 71. Distance with Sensor Failure in (m). 
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Figure 72. Distance with Left Actuator Locked in (m).  

 

 
Figure 73. Distance with Right Actuator Locked in (m). 
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Figure 74. Distance with Left Actuator Missed in (m). 

Figure 75. Distance Right Actuator Missed in (m). 
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Figure 76. Distance with Different Wind Directions in (m). 

 

 
Figure 77. Distance with Different Wind Magnitudes in (m). 
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Figure 78. Distance with Turbulence in (m). 

 

 
Figure 79. Distance with Different Turn Angles in (m). 
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Figure 80. Distance with Different Quadrants in (m). 
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Appendix B 

Comparison of Trajectory Tracking Performance Indices 

 

Figure 81. PI with Nominal Conditions. 

 
Figure 82. PI with Sensor Failure. 
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Figure 83. PI with Left Actuator Locked. 

 

 
Figure 84. PI with Right Actuator Locked. 
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Figure 85. PI with Left Actuator Missed. 

 

 
Figure 86. PI with Right Actuator Missed. 
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Figure 87. PI with Different Wind Angles. 

 

 
Figure 88. PI with Different Wind Magnitudes. 
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Figure 89. PI with Turbulence. 

 

 
Figure 90. PI with Different Turn Angles. 
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Figure 91. PI with Different Quadrants. 
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Appendix C 

Save Function Output Data  

1 Case No. 

2 Case name 

3 Actual Distance 

4 Commanded Distance  

5 Maximum (Actual or Commanded) 

7 Differences between actual and Commanded  

8 PI Trajectory Tracking 

9 PI Control Activity 

10 PI Total 

11 Max XY Error[m] 

12 Max Z Error [m] 

13 Max XYZ Error [m] 

14 Mean XY Error [m] 

15 Mean Z Error [m] 

16 Mean XYZ Error [m] 

17 Standard Deviation XY Error [m] 

18 Standard Deviation Z Error [m] 

19 Standard Deviation XYZ Error [m] 

20 Elevator Activation Index[rad/s] 

21 Aileron Activation Index [rad/s] 

22 Rudder Activation Index [rad/s] 

23 Throttle Activation Index [%/s] 

24 Elevator Saturation Index [%] 

25 Aileron Saturation Index [%] 

26 Rudder Saturation Index [%] 

27 Throttle Saturation Index 
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